GREENTRAKS LAUNCHES AB 1103 COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
FOR BUILDING OWNERS
GREENTRAKS CREATES EXCLUSIVE PROGRAM FOR NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDING OWNERS TO
COMPLY WITH NEW ENERGY DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS
Marysville, CA. October 29, 2013 – GreenTraks announced it has launched a new program specifically
designed for business owners to address the Assembly Bill 1103 (AB 1103), mandating energy
benchmarking and energy disclosure for non- residential buildings, beginning in January 1, 2014.
AB 1103 requires non-residential business owners to input energy consumption and other building data
into the Environmental Protection Agency’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager System, generating an
energy efficiency rating for the building. GreenTraks specializes in energy management and reporting
and already integrates directly with the EPA’s system, so it is uniquely qualified to manage the entire AB
1103 process of behalf of the business owner. Every step of the process from data collection to report
submission with CEC and other transaction parties is taken care of so the building owner can focus on its
core business objectives.
According to Ryan Rogers, GreenTraks Founder and CEO, and designated CCIM, “We understand the
challenges associated with meeting compliance requirements, and have designed a cost-effective
program specifically for non-residential building owners that removes the time and risks associated with
ensuring that every aspect has been met.” Ryan added, “An additional advantage to outsourcing to
GreenTraks is that we provide the business owner with access to the GreenTraks Energy Manager™ fullservice solution that extends beyond reporting, with features such as project benchmarking, weather
normalization, greenhouse gas emissions calculations, and usage and cost analytics.”
With GreenTraks, building owners can be in compliance well before the transaction and potentially
identify existing energy issues. Using the GreenTraks advanced reporting capability arms the owner with
business intelligence to support improving building valuation and promotion of the building’s energy
performance.
About GreenTraks, Inc.
Based in California, privately-held GreenTraks emerged from a fuel and petroleum distribution company
tracking energy usage of commercial fleets and bulk fuel. GreenTraks cloud-based energy-efficiency
management and reporting suite of subscription-based services includes Energy Tracking, Sustainability
Marketing and Advanced Reporting which can be used to track any type of energy source including
electricity, natural gas, water, waste or other customer specific commodities. Through a trusted network
of strategic partners, industry vendors and suppliers, GreenTraks guides organizations toward saving

money, and growing their business through positive behavior change, promotion of sustainability
accomplishments and a commitment toward environmental stewardship. Visit www.greentraks.com for
more information.

